STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Friday 2nd January 2015

This evening’s class, the first for 2015, we started with some old; our spine warming and
loosening exercises. During 2014 we confirmed the benefits of these exercises as the
movements slowly migrated into our techniques, making them more efficient and effective.
We then recapped four basic movements from regular grasps to the wrist. Outside Turn,
Inside Turn, Inside Sweep and then Outside Sweep. This sequence we developed so that
Uke switched grips naturally, thus improving the flow. Next we moved away from the
sequence and the attacks became more random and sometimes with a throw or lock. This
soon moved towards gripping the Gi and so on.
This session was very aerobic and exhaustingly nice as the movements were not restricted
by rules or discipline.
The picture shows a very tired old student!

MORE STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS . . .
Saturday & Sunday

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Saturday 3rd January 2015

In this afternoon’s session we focussed mainly on the hip joint. It can be moved in six
possible ways. We cannot see inside the body but we can use the leg as an indication to
what is happening at the hip joint (rather like the hands of a clock).
MEDIAL & LATERAL ROTATION
Medial - rotating the Femur bone inwardly.
Lateral – rotating the Femur bone outwardly.
EXTENSION & FLEXION
Extension – moving the Femur bone backwards (like a kick to the back).
Flexion – moving the Femur bone forwards (like a kick to the front).
ABDUCT & ADDUCT
Abduct – moving the Femur bone outwardly.
Adduct – moving the Femur bone inwardly.

These definitions are based on a leg that is free to move. In our studies the foot is firmly
planted, so the action or reaction reflects further up the body; to the spine or “Hara”.
When we look at Inside or Outside Sweep action and visualise what is happening at the hip
it gives us a deeper perspective as to the difficulties in perfecting these movements.
The medial & lateral rotation of the hip creates a complementary movement in the
“Tanden” (Front area). It is this which drives the overall movement of Inside or Outside
Sweep.

We looked at alternate right-left-right attacks to the head and the reaction to this from our
partner. We also considered the influence this may have had in the creation of the Basic 15.
Early versions of this kata show the sequence as:
Front Attack
Reverse Attack
Regular Attack
Later this changed to:
Front Attack
Regular Attack
Reverse Attack
From this practise the next two techniques seemed to naturally evolve:
Push Down
Pull Down
Lastly and maybe this was triggered by the awful weather outside the Dojo, we practised an
application of Outside Sweep into Inside Sweep.
The attack was made using an Umbrella or in this case a short stick.
The focus was in trying to close the distance and “become one”.

MORE STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS . . .
Sunday

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Sunday 4th January 2015

This morning’s session was well attended and as usual the training started with our spine
loosening, warming and stretching routine.
http://vimeo.com/113389936
We continued studying the movement on the region surrounding the hip. This area with its
associated muscles etc. is known as Kwa, in other disciplines. The difficulty we have is in
"waking-up" these muscles. We practised Inside Sweep, slowly going through the
movement and focussing on closing the rear hip joint around and down backwardly so that

the knee of that leg maintains its natural bend or "hinge-like" rotation. This is similar to a
swat, using only that side of the body. Meanwhile the forward hip joint keeps stable; no
pulling it rearward, no collapsing inwardly of the knee, just a "closing" effect of the joint. In
effect the two hip joints are operating independently and not one going forward whilst the
other travels backwards. This proved difficult and it necessary to persevere with the idea
until the link with the brain is fully established. The hip joints can move in different ways
and at the same time. The technical words would be MEDIAL & LATERAL ROTATION
Medial - rotating the Femur bone inwardly. Lateral - rotating the Femur bone outwardly.
But in our case the bones are fixed at one end by the floor.

So why do we have to do this?
To transmit the power from the ground through the spine, arms and to the hands, we
cannot efficiently do this if one hip moves back (negative) as the other moves forward
(positive). The resultant power at the spine is zero! The movement looks powerful but it is
not in reality.

The lumbar spine is also playing an important part as this area connects to the Psoas
muscles which assist in moving the legs.

By expanding the lumbar area, we create a bow like curve in the spine; this was our next
study. Placing the hands on the wall whilst the feet are in left or right posture we can
illustrate this. We have to try to push the wall but also push into the floor! Impossible as
neither will move, but the resulting effect is the spine curves away from the wall.

So why do we have to do this?
Here we are trying to use the spine to store "Energy" so that it can be released at an
appropriate time. On release there is no lurching forward with the body. Skilled players can
detect a "Lurch" and "Mirror" an effective and neutralising response. A good example might
be the difficulty with the application of Shomen Ate in free-play.

For the balance of the session we worked on applications.

To start with, right-left-right attacks to the head (upper body for safety). The response from
our partner was to avoid and in this case look for the opportunity to apply Oshitaoshi or
Hikitaioshi.
This moved on to applications of Standing Koryu Dai San, were in essence the attacks are
one hand then the other.

Afterwards we celebrated our New Year Campai with a review of the proposals for the year,
presentations of Menjo's and of course “nibbles” and drinks. Our thanks go to all who
helped with the provision of this.

Looks like another busy year! :-)

MORE STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS . . .
30JAN – 01FEB2015 with Adrian Tyndale in Almussafes, SPAIN
13 - 15FEB2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM
20 - 22MAR2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM
17 - 19APR2015 with Eddy Wolput in Margate UK
15 - 17MAY2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM
19 - 21JUN2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM

PROPOSED SESSIONS FOR 2015
10-12JUL2015
31JUL-02AUG2015
11-13SEP2015
16-18OCT2015
13-15NOV2015
11-13DEC2015

with Eddy Wolput in Margate UK provisional
with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional
with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional
with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional
with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional
with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional

For those who are “Facebook-less” we have an alternative way of communicating our
studies via:

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Wikispaces
https://study-group-tomiki-aikido.wikispaces.com/

For archived Study Group Tomiki Aikido reports please see:
http://www.aikidouk.co.uk/study-group-reports.htm

